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Taking a-clnsters into oonsideration, the fundamental proceHB of 
a-forrnation in even-even a-emitters in their ground-to-ground state 
tLansitions is investigated. Besides other interesting results, this 
investigation clearly demonstrates that tunnelling is not essential 
to the a-decay process.
1. I n t b o d u o t io n
Studios on the problem of a-decay have become legion (Perlman & Rasmussen 
1957, Hanna 1959, Rasmussen 1965). The prevailing idea is to tackle the pheno- 
iiuMion as (1 ) tlie problem of the probability of a-forniation inside the parent and
(2) its subsequent emission by tunnelling. The classic one-body model by 
(iajiiow (1928) and Condon k. Gurney (1928, 1929) is an exact treatment of the 
[aoblein in its post a-formation aspect only and, as pointed out by Betho (1937), 
>x-(lecay is, in reality, a many-body process in which the formation as well as 
cuiission of an a-particle is simultaneous. A complete picture of the a-docay 
pKK^esH must be able to accommodate the existence of a-clusters in nuclei (Wilkin­
son 1961). We must point out that, in the existing literature on a-decay, the 
l(M ms a-clusters and a-particles are used almost as synonyms, which is not correct. 
It is felt that the fundamental mechanism of a-formation is not yot well under­
stood and, the available model-dependent calculations on the absolute values 
ol’a-formatioii probability (Betho 1937, Tolhoeii & Brussard 1955, Winslow 1954) 
and a-decay radius are far from a fair degree of confidence. In a recent study 
(basu 1972) interesting results have been obtained on the status of a-olusters 
ju in nuclei. Hence it is felt Mwthwhile to pursue this model-independent 
approach for the study of a-formation in even-even a-emitters, restricting 
ibc, study, for the time being, to the case of ground-to-ground transitions. 
Highly interesting results are obtained as soon as we realise the fact that (1 ) 
an a-cluster inside the parent and a free a-partiole are different entities and 
tlxat (2) the last two neutrons and last two protons in the a-emitter are the 
‘'oustituoiits of the emitted a-particle.
2. A n a l y s is
Wo know that the Geiger-Nuttall type plots have straight-line behaviour 
characteristically for each isotopic series and this is well in accord with the Gamo\/
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theory. This, liowev'^or, fails to jelatc the lifotimo of the jjaront against a-decay 
with a specifically intra-nuclear energy parameter of the parent itself and relates 
it, instead, to the kinetic energy Ek{o^ ) of the omitted a-parlicle. Howevci, 
the simultaneoLis separation energy 2])) of tlie last two neutrons and last
two protons of the jiai’ent nucleus (i\^ Z) is sucli a i>arameter. We have tlic 
following relations
Ekioc) -  B(N, Z ) - B ( N - 2 ,  Z --2 )^B (u )  (I)
and
.V(2//, 2p)-B (a) (2)
whei’f^
Ek{oL) -- kinetic energy of the (‘luitted a-particle
B{N, Z) — binding energy of the nucleus (N, Z) ;
^(a) — binding energy of the a-x»article. ^
B(N, Z), B(ol) and >S(2/^  2})) are aJl negative quantities. ^
The logarithm of the half-life l ime (for even-even a-emitters; nuclei with 
N  ^  126 excepted), plotted against the squart‘-root of the absoluti^ values ol 
yields a set of straight lines, each line binng chaiaeteristic of aji isotopic seric;?. 
The set ol’ stj’aiglit lines in figure 1 can bc^  ro])resented by
^  A \ / S - B ,
wIku'c a  and B ait', ehajaeteristic constants of each series.
. . .  ( 2 ) 
H alf-life  t im es ol
Fig. 1. Loganthraio plot of (ia soc.) of even-oven a-emitiery versus the squareroot <’1 
the absolute values t)f JS.
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rh(‘ FiucJ(^ i taken from the nuclear data tables and S was calcula-tcd wii-h 
ih(* lielp of the atomic mass evaluations (Wapstra & Gove 1971). Figure 1 also 
( demonstrates that the life-time is a very sensitively increasing function
y. Tli(^  iinmodiate conclusions are that the last two neutrons and the last 
i\vi> protons are the constituents of the emitted a-particle, and the life-time o1‘ 
a iiiK'ltnis against a-docay depends on the strength of i-he binding of theses four 
nucleons in the parent nucleus. This relates the life-time of the pareni to >S\ 
dll (energy parameter- of the parent itself and an energy of intra-nuclear origin.
/Vs S — E^ci \-J^ oore, ^^ c^ore being both negative qmwitiiies) (Basil
1972) (^ q. (2) above may be rewritten as
Eji)(oc) - \E^ci— (^<^ )]~'\-Ecore^ (4)
whicli relates the kiii(*tic energy of tlu‘ (unitted a-parti(d(^ to the binding energy 
of tlii^  ^-particle, the a-clustering (uiergy E^ci <^f Ihe last (2?/, 2p) system and 
llu^  clTeetive eon' interaciiori Ecoie fho cluster duo to the remaining (iV—2, 
Z—2) rim'liums. This (iV—2, Z —2) core and tlu  ^ (2r/, 2^) clustej- in the parent 
iiiay b(' visualised as virtual daughter and virtual a-partieie states in tlie parent 
uims(' transition to nail daughter and real a-particlo states takes place in the 
pjvseuee of the (‘-ore interaction Fjcore- The (2a, 2p) clusttu’, whatever may he 
the (l(^ gre(^  of its clustering, has a natural tendency to transform itself to an 
asymptotic- a-parthde states because the pai’ent nucleus is a-unstablo. This 
Inuisit ion involves evolution of an amount of emorgy —B(a). Tlu' a-parlicle 
llms formed is left Avith a positive energy of magnitude [E'^ci”-B(a)]-\-Ecore 
(l)('caiis(^  the a-cluster with a clustering (morgy K^ ci was placed, so to speak, in 
lli(‘ I'lUH’gy state Ecore) which is the kinetic energy Efc(a) of thc^  emitted a-partiele. 
Si) in the ])resent approach wi^  find that an a-paT ticle AAo'th a kinetic energy Efc(ot) 
is formerl out of the cluster state.
The miorgy considc^rations discussed above aie shown pictorially in figun^ 2 
when* t he vertical line VOY' and the horizontal line OQ denote the energy axis, 
luid the ground state of the parent) nucleus, respectively. The horizontal line cC 
it a negative emorgy Ecore indicates the energy state of the (2??, 2p) cluster witli 
a clustering eiungjT^  E^ch The a-instability of the parent nucleus forces the 
(2«, 2p) cluster to switch from A to B  (shown in the inset diagram) in which an 
aiiimmt of energy E^ci~ B{u) is CA^ olved. As this energy has to be evolved in 
tli<‘ back-ground of the effective attractive core interaction Ecore a-n^ d is positive, 
Die (evolved energy is measured by the line CX  in the upward direction with cC 
as ihe base line. CX cuts the parent ground-state line at 1) so that this part 
ol' E^cI‘-'B{ol) quenches the attractive core interaction Ecore fhe remaining 
part DX  gives ihe kinetie energy Ek{oi) of the a-particle thus formed, situated 
al tile energy state X, CX is, to bo shown presently, the Coulomb barrier-height 
seen bj^  the a-clustor situated in the energy state Ecore’
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The problem now is to locate the a-particle so formed. Present advanced 
knowledge of intra-midear forces forbids the existence of a perfectly formed 
a-particle inside the nucleus. V^ alues of K^ ci for all the even-even a-emitteiK,
Fig. 2. A pictorial reproaentation of ini ra-Tmolear inechaniRm of a-lbrmation and omissif^u.
computed from the gonoarlized expression (Basil 1972), are found to lie between 
—6 and —2 Mev, which also corroborates the above statement. However, fl 
separation of the (2w-, 2^) cluster from the virtual daughter nucleus requires the 
two sub-systems to have between them a positive energy at least as great as tho 
height of the Coulomb barrier as experienced by these two sub-systems in the 
X>rocess of their transformation into two separate real entities. We find that 
tho values of Ecf lie in the range +23 to +26 Mev. A calculation of the
maximum barrier-height due to a free a-particle and a free daughter nucleus at 
the closest possible approach will certainly not/ yield tho exact jralue of the barrier 
height as experienced by the cluster in tho process of its transformation
to a free a-particlc. We have not attempted this difficult calculation involving 
functional integration. It is, however, to be appreciated here that the barrior- 
height that comes into play in the jn’oeoss of transformation of the a-clustcT' 
and the virtual daughter nucleus, into real entities is the iatej*nal Coulomb barrier- 
height, However, as E^d—B(a), the energy evolved in the process of a-forma- 
tion, is well within tho expected range of the internal barrier Iveight (Blati- k 
Weis«^kopf 1952), it can bo safely concluded that E^ci—B{<x) is just equal to the
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Ultima] barrior-height characteristic of the particular a-emitter in the ground- 
tfy.^ L^’oimd transition. So the two sub-systems can easily separate out into two 
K ill entities. The a-particle thus formed is situated at X  (figure 2), the top of 
1 he internal barrier height where the a-particle is out-side the daughter
jiiicleiis but has a kinetic energy Ejc(a) only because of the presence of the back- 
ifroiind attractive interaction Eeore- ff therefore, clear fiom above that the 
^-formation and a-emission process is one and the same and simultaneous as 
pointed out by Bethe (1937) and that barrier-tunnelling is not essential to the 
a-deoay process. So we have from figure 2 .
and
Eei^-B(a) =  GX -  2(Z-2)e^Ii (5)
(6)
vvliere Z =  atomic number of the a-emitter,
2(Z—2)e l^{ — )B(oL), R ^  alplia-decay radius and ^  EcflB(a),
... (7)
riio following j’esults obtained regarding R  and will substantiate the validity 
of t-K(^  c-ojisideratioits discussed above.
3. R e su l t s  a n d  D isc u ssio n
Jl- is easy to see that the a-formation probability inside the nucleus is given 
by eq. (7). Values of lie in the range of 1-75 X to 0*8 X 10“  ^. P* usually 
exhibits a zig-zag nature with increasing neutron number, in addition to showing 
tlu^  niajoi’ neutron-shell closure at N  =  126 in the Po and Em series. Model 
doporident calculations of by various workers (Bethe 1937, Tolhoek & Brussard 
1955, Winslow 1954) have so far yielded results which differ widely with one 
auother and are viewed with serious reservations. I t is interesting to note that 
\ aluos of the reduced decay width (d )^ calculated by Rasmussen (1959) for all 
the even-even nuclei in the ground-state transitions exhibit qualitatively the same 
ftuotuatiug nature, in addition to the major neutron-shell closure at N  =  126 
iu Po and Em series, as the present values of P^. Except for this scanty qualita- 
<ivc information, cannot throw any light on the absolute values of a-formation 
probability in different nuclei.
Values of decay radii for all the even-even a-emitters under consideration 
computed from eq. (6) are between 9.4 and 11.2  fm and are fluctuating in nature, 
llicso fluctuations are evidently the outcome of the finite a-formation probability 
v^ fiiyiug from nuclide to nuclide. Bethe’s manybody values of decay radii 
(Bethe 1937) are between 11.3  and 13.2 fm and 20% higher than the present set 
of values. I t  must be remembered in this connection that Beth© evaluated the 
'lecay radii for an assumed value of the frequency factor in the one-body model 
lixed at ^^10 ®^ sec.” .^
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There is mucli confunion iibout tho truc^  significance of the decay radius.
If we define tlu^  decay radius in the true s(nis(^  of term (Hann 1959, Blatt i\: 
WeisskopI 1952) in that it is tlie sum of tlie ratlins 7?^  of the daughter nucleus 
and the radius of the a-jiartich^, then
R — Rfi ... (8)
Valntis o(‘ calculated fjom (S) for — 2-08 fm (Hofstadter 1950) an* 
Ixdjween 7.30 and 9.l5fm  and, corr(\sponding values of are between 1.23 aiul 
1.40 fm wliich ch^arly indicate! no constancy but exhibit quite naturally fluetua- 
tions within each series.
The one-body model depcmdent decay radii of all the even-oven a-emiticrs 
under study (ditaiiied by various workeis (l)evaney 1953, Biswas k Patro 1948,1 
Kajilan 1951, Pei-lman k Ypsilantis 1950, Asaro 1953, Pei'lman d al 1950) aic'  ^
between 8 and 9.(> fm lying in the upper part of the range of Ra values obtained , 
in the present ap})i‘oaclx. Those radii are invariably identified witli the radii (d I 
the daughter nuckms (]uite contrary to the precise definitioji of tlu  ^a-dccay radius 
Calculated radius constant q/s lie in the lange of 1.25 t(> 1.58 fm. Fluctuations 
from lav' were usually attributed to th(‘ a-formation probability and th(‘ 
uonspliorical shape of the emitters. But it is only in the present study that one 
finds that fluctuations are explicitly associated with the a-fomiation probability.
In tire oxtrome one-body model, tho deeay radius is parametT ised depending 
on th(^  frequency factor ( ~  JO^  ^— 10‘*^<* sec. )^ which itself is rather uiiceftain due 
to lack of knowledge of intej’nal details. As a result much confidence cauimt 
be attached tt) tlie decay radii x>btariued in this way. Identifir^aiion of the decay 
1‘adius with the radius of the daugbier' nucleus, ignoring or- almost ignoring tlu* 
radius of the a-parlicle, is (dearly wrong fronr the viewpoint of the precise dolini- 
tion of tire term. Present values of decay radii are, on the contrary, quite coiisis- 
tenti with the precise definition. Radii of heavy nucleides (Rasmussen 1958) 
evaluated from the cross sections of elastic and inelastic  ^ scattering of a-particles 
from heavy targrd nirchu and also from fission—spallation reaction cross-sections 
find, at long last, a consistent plac’n in the sei of present decay radius values.
As jK)iuted out by Perlman tV Rasmussen (1957) a-decay radii obtaincxl 
fi’Oin various versions of the one-body model are to bc^  viewed wdtli serious reseiva- 
tiouH until the fundamental process of a-formatiou is clearly understood. As 
one can (easily see, present values of a-decay radii are obtained from considerations 
of tht^  very fundamental process of a-formation without any assumption or un­
certainty confusing their significance oi* value.
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